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New US Tobacco Excise
Stamp Solution Unveiled
by Meyercord Revenue
Meyercord Revenue Inc, since last
year part of SICPA, has introduced a
new excise tax stamp solution that it
says will help curtail the counterfeiting of excise tax stamps and enable
state governments to more effectively collect owed tobacco excise taxes.
The “next generation FUSON
OASIS” stamp improves on the
earlier-generation,
heat-transfer
FUSON® stamps by including new
overt, semi-covert and covert security features that allows for quick and
reliable authentication by law
enforcement and the general public.
Meyercord Revenue, which was
acquired by SICPA in 2010, has for
years dominated the US tobacco
stamp market, supplying over 250 different types of heat-applied stamps
(its FUSON stamps) to 47 states and
approximately 140 municipalities and
reservations; a stamping technology
specific to the US market. SICPA

dominates the market outside the US,
supplying high tech stamps for tobacco, alcohol and other products to a
number of different countries around
the world. It stated, at the time of the
acquisition, that this paved the way for
the roll-out of high tech tobacco
stamps in the US that combined its
international government tax platform
expertise with Meyercord Revenue’s
experience in producing stamps for US
states and municipalities.
Less than a year later, and this rollout has begun with the unveiling of
the new stamp system at the
Federation of Tax Administrators’
annual meeting in Omaha in mid-June.

Advanced Features
According to the company, the
FUSON OASIS system improves upon
the existing system by retaining those
features of the stamp that remain
effective while addressing known
vulnerabilities.
Continued on page 12

CATS - a Marriage of
Authentication and Supply
Chain Visibility
There is a widespread, but erroneous
belief that if the supply chain of a
product is watertight then there is no
need for another means of authenticating the product. Believing that it
is, indeed possible to authenticate a
product through its serial number,
Dallas-based Authentix has devel-

oped and launched the Comprehensive
Authentication Traceability System (CATS).
CATS can be used to follow the
product life cycle from the raw materials used in the manufacturing stage
to finished product at the point of
sale. As such, it is provides a fiscal
Continued on page 4
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Editorial

Spare a Thought for the Stamper!
By Glenn Wood
There is an aspect of tax stamps that is often over- would do what was required of the when the time came.
looked, and the consequences of this oversight can
In its neighbor, the USA, the situation is the same
be severe.
but different. The difference is that it is not the tobacA tax department charged with the responsibility for co manufacturers who apply the tax stamps but the
collecting excise duty on tobacco and alcoholic bever- states. Well, not exactly the states but the distributors
ages issues an RFP (request for proposal) for a tax within the states who perform the stamping operation
stamp. They are not experts in the construction of on behalf of the state. So, whilst it is understandable
these mini fiscal documents and so the advice and guid- that a single supplier should be selected to supply the
ance of a security provider is sought. Eventually the tax stamps for an agreed period, there seems little reawording is agreed and finds its way into the public spec- son to insist on a single source for the application
ification of the stamp including many of the overt and machinery.
covert features it should contain. Mention may also be
In this regard, surely, the opinion and choice of the
made of numbering and the increasingly popular track- distributor should be respected in a free market econoing and tracing systems. If the job is done thoroughly, my? To do otherwise would be like employing a contracconsideration may be given to the machinery required tor to build a house and then dictating which tools he
or recommended for the application of the stamps to should use to carry out the task.
the taxable items.
Meeting with Resistance
So what is wrong with this picture?
This explains why the Commonwealth of
Input has been solicited from the designers and supMassachusetts
is only slowly coming on stream with the
pliers of stamps and maybe (but not always) the advice
of other aspects of a tax stamping system. But the glar- new tax stamping system announced more than a year
ing omission is the active involvement of those who will ago. Obliging the distributors to discard machinery they
relied on and adopt alternatives
ultimately be required to
was bound to be met with resistcarry out the stamping
Change can be time consuming
ance. Discounting the cost of
process.
and problematic, so the smart
refitting, we all know that
In a military-like envithing to do is change as few
change can be time consuming
ronment, decisions are
parameters as possible.
and problematic, so the smart
made, orders are given and
thing to do is change as few
carried out. This is in spite
of the fact that, for several decades now, western civil- parameters as possible.
On the wise basis that ‘if it isn’t broken, don’t fix it’,
ian management theory has advocated the involvement
of all parties likely to be involved in the execution of a it seems logical to not only allow reliable machinery to
plan from the outset. Failure to do so will result in oppo- continue working but, more importantly, to respect the
sition, either through lack of understanding or pure dis- views of those carrying out the task. They are not army
gruntlement at having been marginalised at key deci- privates to be given orders that should be blindly followed. They are key elements in the overall tax stamp
sion points.
implementation process. They can help or hinder a
North America Examples
Two recent examples in North America illustrate process in which time is money and delays can be costly at worst and embarrassing at best.
the point.
In an attempt to learn from the lessons of history, the
We have previously written about Canada’s laudable
decision to implement modern tax stamps designed at 3rd Tax Stamp Forum (Washington DC, 12-14
federal level but intended for use in the provinces and September, 2011) will contain an entire session devoted
color-coded accordingly. In contrast to the USA, it is not to Implementation, Investigation and Enforcement.
These are three aspects of any tax stamp program
the provinces who are expected to apply the stamps but
which should not be overlooked but are frequently given
the tobacco manufacturers.
One might have thought, therefore, that these man- less consideration than they should be. They are the pilufacturers would be consulted on how to expedite the lars on which the success of tax stamps themselves rest.
application of the stamps efficiently or, if not consulted, The stamp can have more security features than a baninformed of progress so that they would be ready to roll knote and more digital wizardry than a barcode, but if it
when the starting pistol was fired. Seemingly, however, is not correctly applied and no one is checking it out in
they were positively excluded from this process on the the field or actively prosecuting those who deal in illicit
assumption that if they wanted the business, they product, then the system as a whole fails.
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Country News

Beer Control Planned for Vietnam
In a move aimed at improving product quality and reducing fraud, Swiss
security products provider SICPA has
announced plans to open three offices
in Vietnam with 300 staff to sell its
anti-fraud track & trace solution to
the Vietnamese beverage industry.
The Vietnamese government
signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with SICPA in 2006 to
research and deploy solutions against
counterfeiting and illicit trade in the
country. This was extended in 2007 to
cover a state-of-the art banderol
printing plant under the authority of
the Ministry of Finance as the centrepiece of the nationwide infrastructure
programme to track and trace products vulnerable to illicit trade.

Cigarettes were the first product
to be marked as part of the
VIETRACE™ programme, followed
by spirits. In this latest move, the
VIETRACE platform will be used to
report on each beer product and track
it through the distribution network,
helping – according to SICPA’s regional director Viktor Zemlicka - to prevent fraud and illegal trade practices.
This announcement is understood
to be the culmination of a series of
discussions between SICPA and the
Vietnam Beer, Alcohol & Beverages
Association (VBA) which, in turn, is
coordinating with ‘relevant ministries’, in particular the Ministry of
Industry and Trade (MoIT).
By using SICPA’s technology,

Excise Experts Call for High Tech
Cigarette Stamps in India
The prospect of some form of federal
tax stamp system in India is looking
more likely, following calls by a high
level committee of excise commissioners to the government to move away
from physical control of the market to
high-tech surveillance techniques
such as stamps.
According to the committee, the
illicit trace in cigarettes is now losing
the exchequer Rs 125-250 crore every
month (Rs 1.2-2.5 billion or US$2856m), ie up to Rs 30 billion
(US$670m) per year. The adoption of
tax stamps will, it says, ‘help track
legally-manufactured packs and show
up smuggled ones’, while every manufacturing unit should be licensed, irrespective of the number of people
employed and present annual audits.
Excise duty on non-filter cigarettes
was increased fivefold in 2008, apparently to discourage smoking. But the
move only fuelled the demand for lowpriced filter cigarettes, and the new
market has led to the smuggling of
branded cigarettes along with the
emergence of local brands that evade
excise duty. The committee noted
that either unscrupulous registered
cigarette manufacturing units were

clandestinely taking part in the new
business, or a new route of smuggling
had emerged. It also reported that
some manufacturers had developed
joint marketing plans with units selling
gutka (a mild stimulant similar to
chewing tobacco which is traditionally
sold on street stalls), especially for
smaller towns where law enforcement
was a problem.
‘The smuggled cigarette trade
stands at 14% of the total consumption
and illegal domestic production at 4
billion (23% of the licit production),’
the committee said in its report.

Further Expansion
of Liquor Labels
Elsewhere in India, meanwhile,
more states are switching to holographic labels for liquor – the latest being
Sikkim, which expects to increase
excise revenue from the Rs 890m level
in 2010 to Rs 1.1 billion this year.
According to HoMAI (the Hologram
Manufacturers Association of India),
those states that have introduced holographic labels have seen an average
30% increase in excise revenue collection as a result.
Sikkim’s adoption of holographic

every beer and alcohol product will be
coded. The producer’s name will be
recognized as well as the production
line and production time. This will
help to control and monitor the
source, the quality and the hygiene of
each produced item, preventing the
production and distribution of illegal
beer and wine.
The system sounds very similar to
that introduced last year into Brazil
which covered not only beer but also
soda drinks and water (see TSN Vol
1, No 1). Other countries that are also
implementing similar schemes to
cover a broader spectrum of products
than just tobacco and spirits include
Turkey, Morocco, Belarus and – shortly – Albania.
Chandigarh*

New Delhi*

Chattisgarh

Orissa

Goa

Pondicherry

Haryana

Rajasthan

Himachal Pradesh

Sikkim

Jharkand

Tamil Nadu

Kerala

Uttarakhand

Madya Pradesh

Uttar Pradesh

Maharashtra

West Bengal

Meghalaya
States and union territories (*) deploying holographic
labels for liquor

labels brings to 16 the number of
states that now use these, along with
three union territories.
The number could soon rise to 17,
with news that the state government
of Andhra Pradesh is considering the
introduction of holograms with barcodes to replace the current paper
labels on liquor, which it says are easily forged and tampered with. The barcodes would enable the government to
identify bottles by the distillery, date
of manufacture and other information,
while the holographic labels would
prevent the sale of spurious liquor.
According to the reports, the government proposes to introduce versions in three different colours - two
for exports and imports, and the third
for liquor manufactured and sold within the state.
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CATS Profile ... cont’d
verification, authentication and supply chain security solution for spirits
and tobacco products. It is also
designed to help brand owners in the
pharmaceutical, medical device, consumer packaged goods and cosmetics
industries address their supply chain
uncertainties.
‘CATS marries authentication and
traceability by delivering the authentication technology through the product serial number,’ says Craig Stamm,
Authentix President. ‘In the past, a
serial number could be copied but
with CATS a serial number becomes
both an authentication feature and a
traceability feature that helps track
products globally in near-real time.’
In an exclusive interview with Tax
Stamp News and its sister newsletter
Authentication News, Marc Daigle,
Marketing and Creative Director,
explained that CATS links data from
all of the transaction points during
the product life cycle, including the
manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, retail inspection and consumer stages. Information from each
transaction point is aggregated in a
centralized database and can be readily accessed in near real time.

Majid
Fazeli,
VP
for
Authentication & Traceability, added
that CATS is the result of careful
analysis of previous systems available
on the market and was designed to
overcome their shortcomings. It utilizes advanced authentication technologies, item-level serialization and
state-of-the-art SaaS architecture
and works with existing client ERP
and WHM systems.
The system also features extensive exception handling to ensure
data integrity combined with the
ability to trace serialized and nonserialized products. As an added
advantage, the system can be
deployed quickly and incrementally
to suit client needs.
An additional differentiator in the
Authentix system is that the ink that
is used to print the 2D Matrix or the
alphanumeric code is authenticated
(100%) This means that the printed
codes are not relying entirely on their
digital content but contain forensic
markers as an addition level of protection against counterfeiting.

markers, detection equipment, software, data management and investigative services. It is already active
in the tax stamp market through the
provision of taggants, readers and
related services and, via a partnership
with RED Stamp Inc, the development of the Digital Tax Stamp
(DTS) System.
This is a secure digital print-ondemand platform with an integrated
secure
e-commerce
front-end,
printer, application and authentication/verification units and is
designed for installation at the distributor facilities where the stamps
are applied. Part-finished ‘smart’
stamps, pre-printed with overt and
covert security features, are supplied
to the distributors, who apply them
to the packs and then ‘finish’ them
by over-printing the digital codes
(acquired via the secure e-commerce
element of the system). Each code is
then read by inline camera, authenticated and recorded. Only at this
point does the stamp become ‘live’.
Contact: www.authentix.com

Tax Stamp Experience
Authentix, headquartered in
Dallas, is a developer of authentication solutions based on nanoscale

Majid Fazeli will be giving a presentation on
CATS at the forthcoming Tax Stamp Forum
in Washington DC this September.
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New Entrant to
Tax Stamp Market from China
Although China does not use tax stamps, over the last few months, news has emerged that tax stamps are being made in there for export to other
countries. Notably by a company called Wuhan Huagong Image Technology & Development, which is one of the hopeful bidders for the proposed new system in the Philippines. But information has been sparse, so Tax Stamp News arranged to pay a personal visit and try to learn
first hand what is happening.
Wuhan Huagong Image Technology & sq m of holographic packaging films.
And for more than two years now,
Development Co. Ltd (HG Image) is
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Huagong the company has also been manufacturTech Co Ltd, which was founded in ing and supplying tax stamps to export
1999. Based in Wuhan, the capital of markets, according to Jin Yong,
Hubei province and the most popu- Assistant General Manager. In the comlous city in central China, the compa- pany’s display area, a bottle of vodka
ny went public in 2000 on the had a sophisticated tax stamp with 2D
barcode, alphanumeric code and
Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
It has the backing of the Huazhong demetalised holographic stripe. The
University of Science and Technology cyrillic script indicated a Russian prodA sample of cigarettes packaged with materials from
(HUST), a renowned university able uct but Mr Jin could not grant permis- HG Image
to provide strong R&D support. The sion to photograph the bottle on
It appears that HG Image has only
company is accredited to ISO grounds of client confidentiality.
started producing tax stamps recently,
It was mentioned that HG Image
9001:14001 and its core businesses
but the technical support available to it
include laser technology, opto-elec- supplies a tax stamp to Azerbaijan. As
from the government-sponsored unitronics and holography. The main has been previously reported in Tax
versity implies that through this chanproducts are thermistors, optical com- Stamp News, along with several other
nel, China could soon become a signifimunication modules, laser and pro- companies, HG Image is interested in
cant player in the world tax stamp marcessing equipment, laser welded dia- the possibility of a tobacco stamp for
ket.
mond tools and other related products. the Philippines and has visited that
HG Image is a member of the
It also produces holographic anti- country with a proposal but, so far, no
IHMA (International Hologram
counterfeiting and packaging products contract has been awarded.
Manufacturer’s Association), the China
When asked if HG Image could
for tobacco, food and wine. Its main
National Anti-Counterfeit Engineering
market is the former, and long-stand- supply more than just the tax stamps,
Research Center and the FSEA (Foil
ing customers include Baisha Tobacco, Mr Jin replied that they were in a posiStamping and Embossing Association).
producers of China’s leading cigarette tion to supply the complete fulfillment
brand. Annual holographic output is and track and trace systems to accom- Contact: www.hgimage.com;
jinyonghg@yahoo.com.cn
around 5 billion labels and 50 million pany the stamps.

Tax Stamp News Partners with TJI
Tobacco Journal International (TJI) is
the leading international trade publication for executives in the world of
tobacco, and the only tobacco magazine that covers every sector of the
industry - from leaf growing to the
marketing of the finished products –
and includes packaging and design
innovations, new developments in
tobacco machinery and comprehensive
data of all world markets. It is published bimonthly with a circulation of
more than 6,000.
The print edition is complemented by a range of additional media.

These include TJI Online – an interactive business tool for subscribers
seeking the latest news, statistics and
business links, with an archive dating
back to 1998; the TJI Newsletter, a
weekly update by e-mail on developments in the industry; the TJI
Yearbook, a guide to the tobacco
industry, providing business contact
information about the global community; TJI Profiles – an industry
compendium on suppliers, their products and services; and Tobacco
Encyclopedia, the standard reference
work for all those connected with

tobacco.
TJI is expanding its coverage of revenue and brand protection issues relating to the tobacco industry through the
partnership with Tax Stamp News,
with the two publishers sharing editorial resources and undertaking joint
marketing initiatives. TJI is also the
main media partner for the forthcoming Tax Stamp Forum.
For more information, visit
www.tobaccojournal.com.
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Technology Profile

Wine Authentication: a Growth Sector
In recent Technology Profiles we have covered specific areas of technology – eg digital print, taggants, document biometrics, holograms etc. In
this Technology Profile we take a look at the topic from a specific sector, namely wine. While wines can be an important source of excise revenues
in many countries, they are not subject to tax stamps to the same degree as spirits. However, as more countries look to implement solutions that
encompass all excisable products, this could change. And, as with spirits and cigarettes, there are a number of technologies that combine product
authentication with supply chain security and/or fiscal verification – providing opportunities for solutions that serve the interests of revenue
agencies and brand owners alike. This technology profile looks at such solutions, and how they are already being implemented in the wine sector.
With annual global wine production
hovering around the 30 billion litre
mark it is inevitable that brand theft,
counterfeiting and other types of
abuse should be as endemic here as in
other markets. The market is a ripe
one for targeting. Of course, wines
retailing at over $150 a bottle are targets for counterfeiting but with wines
retailing at $8-11 a bottle constituting
a $2.5 billion market, it is not surprising that this sector also has authentication needs.
Several companies offer systems
to fight wine counterfeiting and several different business models are
being adopted to approach this large
but fragmented market.

Rioja an Early Adopter
One of the earliest adopters of an
overt, anti-counterfeit security feature for wine was the Rioja region of
Spain. The implementation of the
holograms on the origin guarantee
labels (the ‘contra etiqueta’ on the
back of the bottle) took place in 2000.
Rioja sells over 330 million of bottles
annually, a market that the Regulatory
Board of Denomination of Origin
Rioja wanted to protect, thus adopting the hologram to avoid any confusion in the perception of consumers.
That is why the security element was
designed as a stripe, which was a natural evolution from the previous
design. The sophisticated security
measure of this OVD served a dual
purpose: to ensure the authenticity of
the label of guarantee and to show

again that Rioja is at the forefront of
quality wines worldwide.
The launch of the OVD was
accompanied by a training program for
the Rioja inspectors so that they could
recognize the genuine security label
by checking all security measures. An
information booklet for the general
public and a large press campaign also
facilitated the understanding of the
concept. To avoid any confusion in the
market it was clearly communicated
which vintages and categories would
bear the new security label.

Central Bottling =
Lower Costs
The guarantee labels are printed
and converted by approved printers in
Spain, subject to semi-annual physical
inventories and commitments of
accountability to everything that has
to do with this matter. The foil is supplied by Leonhard Kurz who describe
the OVD as ‘a combination of colourful text and grey level images.’
In general, the margins made on
wine sales are relatively low and so it
is difficult for producers to budget for
a security label. However, Rioja wines,
like many whiskies, are blended at a
central collection point servicing
many growers. This has the benefit of
ensuring consistency of product from
year to year but it also reduces the
cost of label application because the
volume of bottles going through a single labeling process is so high.
Kurz’s high-end brand-protection
solution, Trustseal®, differs from a
standard hologram in that it is
based
on
Kinegram™ technology but is visually distinct from
it. The Trustseal,
proprietary
to
OVD Kinegram
Corp, a member
of
the
Kurz

The Rioja Denominacion de Origine showing the hologram stripe

Group, is a synthetic, computer-controlled, diffraction-graphic element
that is created by using special proprietary equipment, materials and
knowledge.
In the case of Spanish winemaker
and exporter Domecq Bodegas, a part
of Domecq PLC, a pressure-sensitive
Kurz Trustseal label verifies that its
Campo Viejo Rioja wine is from the
prestigious Rioja region of Spain,
which is said to produce some of the
best red wines in the world from the
tempranillo grape.
This distinction is important, as
Rioja was the first of Spain's wineproducing regions to obtain the government's official appellation designation, or ‘denominación de origen’ in
1926.
But Domecq Bodegas is not the
only vintner to employ this label.
More than 400 manufacturers of Rioja
wine also use the label, which
includes sequential numbering and
other Rioja certification graphics in
addition to the Trustseal OVD stripe.

Customised Bubble Tag
A completely different technology from France is also being used for
wine authentication. Prooftag, headquartered in Montauban, France,
offers a complete technical solution
to integrators comprising Bubble
Tags, readers, software and everything needed for a quality authentication platform.
The Bubble Tag™ is based on the
fact that bubbles in plastic are generated in an entirely random and unpredictable way. The Computer
Research Institute of Toulouse
helped to develop a reliable recognition and authentication algorithm.
Vinitag is a division of Prooftag
specialized in the wines and spirits
sector, developing customised versions of Bubbletag for and with the
producers of wines and spirits, their
distributors and the consumers. This
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TSN Vol 3, No 1). Under this
market was the launch pad
partnership, Brandwatch is
for Prooftag and the technow offering the Bubble Seal
nology is now being used by
and iPhone authentication as
28 châteaux and key vinan integrated component to
tages (60% Bordeaux, 20%
its multi-layered products,
Burgundy, 10% Rhône
focusing these on the North
Valley and 10% Napa Valley
American wine sector.
in California); a total of 4
million bottles.
Taggants to the Fore
An early adopter was the
The above partnership is
Comtes von Neipperg
just one example of the growgroup of vineyards in the A BubbleTag photo on
ing use of taggants in this secBordeaux region in France. an iPhone
tor. Another example is from
In July, 2009, Château
the British company Payne
Montelena in Napa Valley became the Security, a leading supplier of brand
fourth Californian domain to adopt protection and document authenticaProoftag. For its 2007 Cabernet tion solutions and part of the Coated
Sauvignon, Prooftag developed a spe- and Security Products Division of
cial tamper evident seal to go over the Filtrona, which announced last year
bottle tops. Claude Blankiet, owner that its anti-counterfeiting solution
of Blankiet Estate on Yountville's has been selected by one of the ten
Westside, is also using Prooftag. largest wine producers in the US. This
Originally from Dijon, Burgundy, he
said he had long been aware of the
growing problem of counterfeits
among the premiere crus of Burgundy
and Bordeaux. ‘We needed to find
something that would work without it
being cost-prohibitive,’ he said.
Hartwell Vineyards, of Yountville,
California, began using the Prooftag
system in 2006 after their consultant
recommended it to them. Presently
they are applying the Prooftag process A Payne reader scanning the capseal
on their Hartwell Reserve Cabernet California winery selected Payne
Sauvignon. While Hartwell is having Security to protect its finest highit applied by their bottling company, value wine range, retailing at over
Ryan-McGee Bottling in Napa, $150 a bottle.
Blankiet said he is applying it himself
Payne’s solution makes use of a
at the winery. ‘You can put the tag proprietary taggant – also known as
anywhere you want on the bottle,’ he covert or forensic markers. These are
said. ‘We apply it where the bottle- microscopic or molecular particles and
neck and the capsule meet.’ He esti- can be either organic or inorganic in
mates his cost to be 50-60 cents per composition. They exhibit specific
bottle, or about one fourth the price and unique properties that are used,
he pays for the cork.
with corresponding readers, to
One of the attractive features of authenticate the products to which
the Prooftag system is that the ran- they are applied, often in the form of
dom array inherent in each Bubble ink, varnish or in the substrate itself
Tag can be ‘read’ with a cell phone (see Techology Profile – TSN Vol 3,
with an xhtml internet navigator and No 2).
the appropriate database accessed to
Payne’s solution is based on rare
provide instantaneous verification (or earth compounds and each compound
otherwise) of the product.
has a unique signature. The taggants
In a recent development, Prooftag can be applied via all standard printing
has announced a partnership with processes and are read by a speciallyBrandwatch Technologies, a supplier developed hand-held reader which can
of solutions based on up-converting be programmed to hold multiple sigtaggants that combine up to four lev- natures.
els of protection in one product (see
According to Richard Burhouse,

Business Development Manager at
Payne Security, this contract with a
wine producer reflects part of a strategic direction for the business and is
within an important market vertical
for the company.

Kodak Also a Player
Kodak has been working with a
number of high-end Napa Valley
wineries since 2007, deploying its
Traceless™ technology which is based
on an inert powder comprising compounds derived from synthetic minerals. A handheld reader detects the
compound, which has a dual function:
in basic use, the reader will detect the
presence or absence of the compound
to give ‘yes/no’ verification (see TSN
Vol 2, No 3).
Additionally, the random pattern of
the particles on the surface of the item
– eg the label - can be recorded and
converted into a unique code that is
printed back onto the items and/or
recorded in a database for subsequent
and additional verification. Kodak
Traceless Imaging Readers are leased
to clients for an annual fee. The readers can also be rented when needed.
Costs of the entire system depend
heavily on volume and can vary from a
few cents per bottle up to a dollar.
In 2009, Kodak strengthened its
position in the wine business by securing the Kosta Browne Winery in
Sonoma County, California, as a
Traceless customer. Kodak and Kosta
Browne Winery worked with the label
printer Tapp Technologies to develop
the solution, which is applied invisibly
without any additional production
steps or costs and is detected with
special pen readers.
Bill Knopka, Vice President and
General Manager, Tapp Technologies,
says they ‘simply incorporate Kodak’s
technology into our labels’ to give
wine producers a solution which doesn’t interfere with the careful design of
branded wine bottle labels.

Retaining an ‘Elegant Label’
Other wine producers to adopt the
Traceless system include Colgin
Cellars, Herb Lamb Vineyards,
Vineyard 29 and Staglin Family
Vineyards. Ann Colgin commented
that ‘I liked (Traceless) because it
doesn't upset the look of our bottle.
It's there, but the human eye can't see
it. We feel we have an elegant label,
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and this method retains that image.’
Beyond that, Colgin was cautious
about describing the process her winery is using or how long they have
been using it; after all, her wines leave
the winery at $275 a bottle and the
prices rise from there.

wine industry that utilises RFID
labels as well the markers in the tamper-proof neck seals. The system,
developed in 2008, is being used to
track, monitor and authenticate wines
produced in Bordeaux, Burgundy and
California.

Security in the Ink

Provenance Also Important

Hewlett Packard is another major
authentication technology provider
that has teamed up with a supplier
local to the wineries. Based in
Petaluma, California, close to Sonoma
County, MPSDigital Label is manufacturing digital labels through
Collotype Digital based in Napa
Valley, the North Bay’s largest commercial and wine label printer. They
have an Indigo WS4500, fully variable
digital press system ideally suited to
small wineries. Dr Steven Simske of
HP explained that their Indigo Ink
technology, which is used to print
encrypted covert information that is
unique to each label, evolved out of
brand security in the highly complex
pharmaceutical industry. ‘We provide
custom ink sets and work with local
print
service
providers
like
MPSDigital Label.’
According to Dan Welty of MPS,
the cost is mainly in the set-up of the
system. ‘The labels don't cost much
more than regular labels,’ he said.
‘Our earnings come from the consultation fees and the use of our equipment, inks and other products.’ He
added that the set-up fee could be ‘as
little as $200 to $500.’

Founded in January 2007 by Eric
Vogt, eProvenance applies advanced
technology to assure the provenance
of fine wines from producer to consumer using its Intelligent Bottle™ and
wine temperature tracking system,
which ties to its website. The company is currently implementing programs with a number of leading
Bordeaux chateaux, including several
first growths. Among its customers are
Chateau Bauduc, Chateau Lynch
Bages, Chateau Margaux and Chateau
Palmer.
eProvenance has four US patent
applications for its technology certifying provenance and authenticity of
alcoholic beverages using RFID,
covert ink codes and multiple points
of measurement coordinated by a
secure, online database through all
stages of the distribution channel.
Elsewhere Sciacca Piccolomini
d’Aragona, one of Tuscany’s top wine
producers, has implemented a tracking system offered by the Italian company Certilogo. Buyers of its best
Brunello di Montalcino, said to be one
of the most counterfeited wines in the
world, can use a mobile phone to verify the authenticity of the wine by
sending the code via SMS or calling an
interactive voice service. Each bottle
has a unique code printed on its neck.
Certilogo calls this code Digital DNA.
The application was created by
Certilogo, an Italian start-up which
now claims to protect €2 billion worth
of branded goods in over 80 countries.
Besides protecting products and reputation, Sciacci Piccolomini sees the
application as a way to communicate
directly with the consumer. It’s simple but useful when you’re paying $60
or more for a bottle.

DNA Solutions
Applied DNA Sciences (ADNAS)
is supplying its solution, which uses
the complex codes derived from
botanical DNA, to Paumanok
Vineyards, a US East Coast vineyard,
for its wine labels. It has successfully
concluded a pilot study with two
‘boutique’ wineries on Long Island to
incorporate SigNature DNA into the
inks used to print the labels, and is
now working on a similar project for
tamper-evident foil capsules and
screw-on bottle tops. It sees the global wine industry as a key sector for the
company.
And the taggant technology of
another US-based supplier, InkSure
Technologies Inc, is being used in
eProvenance, a three-part tracking
and authentication system for the

Invisible Branding
Advanced Track & Trace (ATT), a
French company that is a subsidiary of
the LAMY Energies & Technologies
Group, is actively engaged in the
tracking and authentication of wines

with Seal Vector, its system of invisible
digitised branding which is built into
the bottling line. Seal Vector is its
wine-specific branding of its Secure
Tracking and Authentication through
Matrix Printing and Scanning method,
more easily known as STAMPS.

A wine label with a Datamatrix code, an alphanumeric
token and a Seal Vector

Seal Vector can be integrated
either on a small label which ATT
supplies, or on the producer’s own
label. ATT is also capable of including
information, visible or invisible, on
the cap or in the glass of the bottle, a
method initially developed for the
pharmaceutical and cosmetics industries. The cost varies from 1 to several cents per bottle, depending on the
formula required.

That iPhone Again
Seal Vector is another technology
that exploits the capabilities of smart
phones, in particular the iPhone. A
consumer can use the phone to check
the legitimacy of a bottle they have
bought or are about to open, while
the producer or exporter will be able
to find out where the bottle finishes
its journey and how a fine wine sold in
the US has ultimately ended up in
China. As a way of combating counterfeiting, Seal Vector also enables
the control of distribution circuits.
ATT is also negotiating with
eProvenance. According to Vice
President Alain Foucou, the company
is also developing a system to track
the grapes from vineyard to bottle
and he hinted at a new application
that will utilised in the bottle cork.
Reconnaissance International will be publishing a special report – From Grape to
Glass – later this year, the first of its kind to
examine the issues of wine counterfeiting,
adulteration, mislabelling and refilling,
and the solutions available for countering
these threats.
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Technology News

Biprint – Combining Print and Holography
Ukrainian company Specialised
Enterprise Holography LLC, part of
the security solutions consortium
EDAPS, has patented a new security
technology combining printing and
holography, which it is calling Biprint.
It combines elements printed with UV
curable inks with demetallized holograms to create elements totally different in appearance from normal printed
images.
Printed material is easy to recognise but the resolution is severely limited by the nature of the printing
process, the inks and the rugosity of
the surface to which they are applied.
Conversely, holographic embossing
technology has a submicron resolution
but a number of limitations. These
include the degradation of image quality once the hologram is applied to
documents such as tax stamps, particularly if hot stamped (which most are)
and if the substrate surface is rough.
The clarity of the hologram also
depends on lighting conditions and
the angel of observation.
The ‘bi-printing’ process is
designed to cancel out the limitations
of both printing and holographic techniques, thereby creating a feature with
good public recognition capability as
well as enhanced anti-counterfeiting

properties.
The initial product is a metallized
film with a holographic relief, mastered
using e-beam lithography for higher
resolution. The dark areas of this hologram are non-diffractive, while the
areas with different colours are diffractive. The master hologram is then
embossed onto a metalized PET
(polyester) or a clear PET which is
post-metallised. The aluminium
deposited on the hologram in the
metallization stage is then removed
from the areas without the
diffraction structure in a new and
patented process from the company
called High Resolution Holographic
Demetallisation (HRHD).
After demetallisation, a layer of UV
curable inks is coated onto the aluminum side and exposed by UV
through the PET base. This causes
cross-linking of the ink in the areas not
protected by metal. This step ensures
perfect registration of the ink to the
demetallised areas of the image. The
unexposed ink is then removed, followed by selectively removing the aluminum layer with a scanning laser
beam.
The result is a holographic image
and printed image that perfectly
match each other. In other words, the

non-diffractive areas are converted
into the inked image (as demonstrated
by the image). In effect, this puts a
new tool into the hands of graphic
designers who are now able to use
their creativity in two media (ink
printing and holographic light manipulation) to produce images which are
aesthetically pleasing to look at and
yet highly resistant to counterfeiting.

Metalized, diffractive image areas in perfect register
with non diffractive ink areas (red).

Although the system was designed
for fixed print authentication of documents, the removal of the metal coating by laser scanning makes it possible
to include variable data into the security feature as well.
Contact: www.hologr.com

FluxSecure Magnetic Thread from
Schreiner ProSecure
German security solutions provider
Schreiner ProSecure has introduced
FluxSecure as a new anti-counterfeiting
product for self-adhesive labels and
stamps which can be interrogated
through product packaging. It consists
of a magnetically-encoded, extremely
thin thread which is inserted between
the adhesive and the masking paper.
FluxSecure has a diameter of about 30
micrometers, which makes it thinner
than a human hair. The delicate thread
consists of a metal alloy mixture surrounded by a glass coating.
The magnetic properties of the

security feature do not require line-ofsight for reading, using instead a handheld reader or a sensor that generates a
magnetic field. This allows products to
be verified even through heavy and
metallic packaging. The readers are
specifically adapted to the customer’s
system solution. Authentication is
indicated by both an optical and an
acoustical signal. Customized sensor
solutions are available for integration
into machines, equipment or products
or for stationary reading systems.
The magnetic properties can be
modified through variations of the

alloy and changes to the thickness and
length of the FluxSecure thread. In
addition, the alloy mixtures are customized and therefore not reproducible.
The FluxSecure technology can be
easily integrated into existing products
like folding boxes and marking solutions. Since the security feature is hidden, it does not interfere with specified design patterns. Combinations
with additional overt or covert security
features are possible as well.
Contact: www.schreiner-prosecure.com
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Reports

Report from Deloitte Reveals the Unintended
Consequences of Plain Packaging
A report commissioned by British
American Tobacco in response to plans
by the Australian government to introduce plain packs for cigarettes has concluded that increasing the size of
health warnings on packs and introducing graphic warnings has not
directly reduced tobacco consumption. As a result, it calls into question
whether plain packaging will achieve
government health objectives.
The report from Deloitte assessed
27 countries covering a period of 14
years and is, says the company, one of
the most comprehensive and rigorous
independent studies on tobacco packaging regulation to date.
According to Lawrence Hutter, a
senior Deloitte UK partner, ‘our analysis did not identify any statistically significant direct relationship between

tobacco packaging regulation, including the
size and type of government health warnings, and changes in
legal tobacco consumption’.
The report also
highlights potential
unintended
consequences if plain packaging for tobacco products were introduced –
including a increase in
the illegal tobacco
market, lost tobacco tax revenues,
potentially significant legal and compensation costs for governments and
cost burdens on small retailers.
BAT commissioned the report in
the absence of any comprehensive
global studies on the impacts of tobac-

co packaging and hopes
governments will study
it.
Bede Fennell, BAT’s
International Regulatory
Affairs Manager said:
"We are concerned that
health warning and plain
packaging proposals are
being rushed through
without proper thought
as to the real impact."
A key impact, he said
is that plain packaging
could lead to an increase
in illegal trade. ‘The plainer the pack,
the simpler it is to counterfeit. Illegal
tobacco costs taxpayers billions and
makes criminals rich.’
The full report can be downloaded
at www.bat.com/deloittereport.

New Brochure on Tackling the Illicit Trade from ITIC
The International Tax and Investment
Centre (ITIC) has published a new
brochure entitled ‘The Illicit Trade in
Tobacco Products and How to Tackle
It’, which is endorsed by and has been
launched at a meeting of the World
Customs Organisation.
ITIC is a not-for-profit organisation that specialises in taxation and
investment policy, particularly for transitional and developing countries. The
objective of its brochure is to provide a
resource to customs, law enforcement
and tax and health officials on the
growing problem of the illicit trade in
tobacco and to share best practices
from around the world to combat it.
According to the ITIC, the main
factors contributing to the problem
include unbalanced fiscal policies, disparities in tax-driven prices between
jurisdictions, protection policy measures, weak enforcement, lack of official
controls in free zones, inadequate legislation and sanctions, growth in illegal
distribution networks and, last but not
least, public tolerance.
Ill-advised and inappropriate taxa-

tion was singled out as one of the main
culprits. The report notes that taxes
from tobacco provide governments
with a secure, predictable and easy to
collect source of revenue, but an unbalanced taxation policy can trigger the
emergence of illicit trade. Tax policy,
therefore, needs to reflect consumer
affordability (with tax levels on cigarettes benchmarked against consumers’ purchasing power); tax rates in
neighbouring countries or within trade
blocs to minimise incentives for crossborder shopping and smuggling; and
ease of administration and enforcement to minimise bureaucracy and tax
compliance costs. Sharp rises in excise
rates which lead to a sudden decline in
consumer affordability tend to be a particular driver, it said.
A range of solutions are proposed.
For example, in developing comprehensive anti-illicit trade policies, governments need to pay particular attention to the involvement of all relevant
government agencies (eg. Customs,
Ministries of Finance, Health, Justice
and Trade) to ensure alignment
and commitment to achieving the same

goals.
Enforcement authorities need to be
given adequate resources and encouraged to work closely with the other
domestic stakeholders to combat the
problem.
Exchange of information with
authorities in other countries and
international enforcement organizations must be the norm, and legislation
with deterrent penalties and an efficient functioning judiciary are vital.
Furthermore, citizens must be provided with information on the implications of purchasing illicit products,
such as unwittingly supporting organized crime and terrorism.
The report also endorses the
FCTC’s proposal for unique markings
on cigarettes as a key component of a
global track and trace regime, although
paper stamp systems are dismissed as
‘not meeting the requirements of the
Protocol in terms of supporting global
data or data transfer standards, or supporting aggregation of packaging and
tracking events along the supply chain’.
The report can be download from
the ITIC’s website – www.iticnet.org
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3rd Tax Stamp Forum Offers Solutions to
Combating Fraud and Increasing Revenues
The full programme for the 3rd Tax
Stamp Forum, which takes place
September 12-14 at the Omni
Shoreham Hotel n Washington DC,
has now been published.
As with previous Forums, the agenda is divided into four sections covering the tax stamp landscape; practical
counter solutions, technology solutions and end-to-end tax stamp systems.
The first session addresses the
issues of tax evasion, smuggling, counterfeiting and the role of organized
crime. Presentations in this session
include ‘Understanding Cross-Border
and Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products’
by the US Government Accountability
Office (GAO), an update on international regulations relating to tax
stamps from Jeannie Cameron, formerly of BAT and now of JCIC
Consulting; an overview of the US
Master Settlement Agreement by the
National Association of Attorneys
General, the economics of tobacco taxation in Brazil by consultant Roberto
Iglesias and the illicit trade in Latin
America and the Caribbean by
Alejandro Ramos Carbajales, a member
of the Framework Convention
Alliance.
This session will also feature a
presentation from Reconnaissance
International on the latest tax stamp
market statistics, based on data from
its 2nd report into the market which
will be published later this year.
Nina Valieva, formerly of the
Kyrgyzstan
State
Agency
for
Information Resource & Technologies
and now studying for a doctorate in
economics, will conclude the session
with a presentation on ‘Criteria and
Methodology for Effective Tax Stamp
Programs in Different Economic
Environments.’

Practical Solutions
The second session covers the critical area of practical counter solutions.
Learning from other industries as to
how they address the issues of counterfeiting and diversion will be the

topic of two of the presentations, one
from Cambridge Consultants on
‘Digital Versus Physical Tax Stamps the Pros/Cons and a Cross-Industry
View’ and the other from de La Rue
entitled ‘What the Tax Stamp Market
has in Common with Sesame Street,
Microsoft and American Express.’
The critical area of tax stamp application will be covered by Keith
Canning of the American Wholesale
Marketers Association, the members of
which represent the distributors in the
US who have to apply stamps.
Investigation and enforcement will
be addressed by a study of tobacco evasion in Cook County by its
Department of Revenue, and by John
W Colledge III, former criminal investigator and now a consultant in antiillicit trade, in his presentation on
‘The Tax Stamp and Criminal
Investigations’.
Also in this session will be a presentation on ‘Why Track & Trace is
Valuable in the US Tobacco Market - a
Forthcoming Request for Information’,
by Mo Gilmore, Arkansas Tobacco
Control Board and chair of FTA
Technology Committee
and on
‘Counterfeiters and Diverters: Fitting
the Right Layer of Protection to the
Type of Adversary’ by Meyers Printing.

New Technologies
The third session covers technology solutions in the context of authentication, fiscal verification and supply
chain security.
Speakers include representatives
from Pragmatic Printing on authentication via imprinted electronic,
Authentix on its new CATS system
(see page 1), and specialist foil and
hologram manufacturer Hueck Folien
on some of the latest overt and covert
security technologies.
High speed personalisation will be
covered by Atlantic Zeiser in its presentation on impact versus non-impact
printing techniques for tax stamp individualisation, while Andrews &
Wykeham will describe the public benefits of track and trace. This subject

will also be covered by ATT in its
analysis of the security and fraud
detection effectiveness of the
Codentify system developed by the
tobacco industry.
Giesecke &
Devrient, meanwhile, will give a presentation on ‘Tax Stamp Verification
Using Mobile Handsets’.

Case Studies
The final session of the conference, and always, is on case studies
demonstrating the implementation of
tax stamp programmes around the
world.
This time, there will be presentations on the new stamps in Spain from
the Spanish security printer FNMT
and the new tobacco stamps in Canada
from Canadian Bank Note Company
and Canada Revenue Agency. There
will also be a presentation on decentralised tax stamp programs from
Holostik, covering the provincial/state
liquor stamps in India.
Russia implemented a new alcohol
stamp in 2006, and Goznak will review
the programme five years on. Across
the border, Ukraine upgraded its tax
stamps in 2008, and a team from
EDAPS, Insure and the State Customs
Service of Ukraine will talk about how
the adoption of multi-layered security
has helped increase revenue and
decrease counterfeiting.
Two programmes in Latin America
will be described – the new shrink
sleeve solution for liquor in Colombia
by Andres Diaz of Figurazione, and the
stamping of alcoholic beverages and
tobacco products in Mexico by Belen
Saenz de Miera Juarez of the country’s
National Institute of Public Health.
Attendance at the second Tax
Stamp Forum in London last year was
220 delegates, and a similar if not
greater number is expected for the 3rd
Forum. At the time of going to press,
70 delegates had registered – 60% of
which are from government agencies,
primarily customs and revenue departments.
Full details can be found at
www.taxstampforum.com.
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New US Tobacco Excise ... cont’d
Features of the new stamps include
a proprietary color shifting ink (SICPA
OASIS®) which enables consumers
and retailers to identify authentic
stamps without the aid of any tools.
SICPA OASIS® also includes a polarizing effect that can be viewed with a
small credit card-sized validator or a
specialized light source.
The features also include microprint, short- and long-wave fluorescent
inks in the watermark that add complexity and cost to counterfeiting
attempts, and a proprietary taggant
that emits a unique secure signature
which can be authenticated with a
hand-held scanner.
Unique identification numbers for
each stamp are designed to allow
retailers and field auditors to quickly
determine if packs of cigarettes have
been properly stamped with authentic
stamps.
Enhanced
stamp
chemistry
improves the adhesion of the stamp to
the pack, reducing the possibility of
flaking and ensuring that the incorporation of the security features are neither impaired by this flaking, nor damage the stamps. This chemistry also
reduces volatile organic compound
emission and improves the sustainability of the print process, according to
SICPA.

Improved Enforcement Tools
and Support
In addition to the stamp features
themselves, FUSON OASIS comprises as system that incorporates an
online training tool for law enforcement personnel and auditors, tailored
outreach programs to educate retailers
and consumers about the stamp and
how to report suspected counterfeits,
and a suite of enforcement solutions
that allow for real-time authentication
– ranging from low-cost, credit card-

sized validators for retailers to do their
own checks, to hand-held detectors
used by law enforcement officials.
Also, for the first time, the company is offering direct-to-distributor
shipping, web-based ordering and
approving on its Heat Transfer product
line. These services are designed to
integrate seamlessly into governments’ electronic tax collection initiatives, helping to reduce costs, risk and
paperwork.
‘We are proud to offer states a solution that will significantly enhance
their ability to identify and seize illicit
products and increase tax collection,’
commented Charles Finkel, SICPA’s
executive vice president. ‘Using the
FUSON OASIS system, retailers can
easily authenticate tax stamps and be
confident that the cigarettes they are
selling have been properly taxed.
What’s more, this stamp is applied to
cigarettes using the same technology
as the current FUSON® stamp,
requiring no new equipment for distributors.’
The news that no new equipment
will be required will be welcomed by
distributors, who are the ones that
have to bear the cost of new application systems when new stamps are
introduced.
According to SICPA, Meyercord
Revenue will continue to work with
its current customer base to help
states transition to the new stamp.
The company is planning to phase
out its basic FUSON offering within
the next 12 months.
SICPA provides California and
Massachusetts with its secure
encrypted tax stamps platform called
SICPATRACE® and will continue to
offer this product line to all States
interested in a comprehensive track
and trace solution.
Contact: www.sicpa.com
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